THE FUTURE OF
JURY SELECTION:

How the Norfolk Circuit Court
Increased its Jury Response
Rate from 36% to 80%

“Overall, we’ve had a great experience. Customer
service with Avenu has been fabulous. If we 		
have any questions, they’re on it right away…
Our employees are very pleased with Clearview
Jury. They like the system.”
-Tom Larson, Chief Deputy Clerk, Norfolk Circuit Court

CHALLENGE

CLIENT

Implement an end-to-end jury
management solution to increase
low jury response rate

Norfolk Circuit Court, City of Norfolk, VA

TIMEFRAME

SOLUTION

2015 – present

Clearview Jury

Low jury response rates can be a drag on
court operations and the administration of
justice: cancelled trials; wasted time and
money; frustrated judges, lawyers, parties,
and witnesses.

The citizens who do respond to a jury
duty summons are not always reflective
of the population leading to jury pools
that do not accurately represent the
demographics of the community.

These low jury response rates also punish
the members of the public who do show
up to meet their civic responsibilities.
These responsible citizens often serve
more frequently because of the citizens
who simply shirk from their civic duties.

The Circuit Court of the City of Norfolk,
Virginia faced all of these problems in 2015.
And they were not getting any better.
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“People figured out, ‘If I never send anything back, I’m
never going to get called.’”
-George Schaefer, Clerk of Court, Norfolk Circuit Court

Volunteering to Fix a
Worsening Problem
For years, the Court had relied upon
the Supreme Court of Virginia to issue
questionnaires to potential jurors. It
relied on the Norfolk Sheriff’s Office to
manage the entire jury process. But in
2014, the Sheriff’s Office informed the
Court that it no longer had the staff to
manage the jury process and would
cease doing it.
The Code of Virginia doesn’t clearly
assign the jury management process
to any one stakeholder. But George
Schaefer, Clerk of Norfolk Circuit
Court, and Tom Larson, Chief Deputy
Clerk of Norfolk Circuit Court, stepped
up and decided to take on the jury
management process for their Court.
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Once George and Tom took over jury
administration, they began to gain
visibility into the Court’s jury response
rates. And what they learned was deeply
concerning: Since 2010 the jury response
rates were steadily declining and
ultimately reached a low of only 36% in
2015. To make matters worse, the Court
had no way to track who had responded
to a jury summons and who had not.
As George Schaefer explains, “People
figured out, ‘If I never send anything
back, I’m never going to get called.’”
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Discovering a Solution
George and Tom realized that they had
to do something to reverse the falling
jury response rate and searched for tools
that could quickly help them.
From the beginning, Tom knew that
they needed a technical solution. So, he
and a Court IT employee attended an
IT tradeshow for courts in Minneapolis
and examined all the jury management
software available for local and state
governments. Clearview Jury was
selected as the most promising software

because of its end-to-end automation
for selection, summoning, and payment
processing.
As Tom puts it, “We knew we needed
to track the people who received jury
questionnaires, so we’d know who didn’t
respond and who did. Accountability
and the ability to have insight into our
data was at the forefront of our decisionmaking process.”

Improved jury response rate from

36% to 80%
Norfolk Circuit Chief Judge Jerrauld C. Jones | Norfolk Circuit Judge Junius Fulton III | Supreme Court of VA, Justice S. Bernard Goodwyn
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Implementation
The complete implementation of
Clearview Jury at the Norfolk Circuit Court
took only six months. Tom Larson depicts
the implementation process as “smooth
and seamless” and describes Avenu’s
Client Services Team as “great with their
instruction,” and notes that they provided,
“a hands-on approach that explained how
the entire system worked.”
The Court currently uses Clearview Jury
as a complete end-to-end solution for
all aspects of jury management. It is the
first court within the Commonwealth
of Virginia to handle all aspects of jury
management internally.
The Court also manages its master juror
list within Clearview Jury. It generates the
list of potential jurors who should receive
questionnaires and uses the system to
track whether potential jurors responded
to their summonses and appeared.

Clearview Jury’s web application allows
potential jurors to log into a portal to
fill out their questionnaire while giving
instant ability to request to be excused or
have their time of service delayed. The
Court also uses Clearview Jury to generate
“failure to appear” lists, while tracking and
issuing payments.
Tom Larson, Chief Deputy Clerk, describes
the Court’s experience with Clearview
Jury in this way: “Overall, we’ve had a
great experience. Customer service with
Avenu has been fabulous. If we have any
questions, they’re on it right away… Our
employees are very pleased with Clearview
Jury. They like the system.” Tom further
explains, “Obviously, with any software as
robust as Clearview Jury, it takes a little bit
of time to get used to and understand. But
once you get used to it, it really is a simple
solution to use. It is very user friendly and
we have been happy with it so far.”

“Our employees are
very pleased with
Clearview Jury.”
-Tom Larson, Chief Deputy
Clerk, Norfolk Circuit Court
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Results – Improved Jury Turnout
Clearview Jury provided the Court with
a complete turnaround of its falling jury
response rate.
Tom Larson estimates that current jury
response rates for the Norfolk Circuit
Court are between 75% and 80%...nearly
double the response rate from only a few
years ago.
Both the public and the press have
noticed the improvement. An article
in The Virginian-Pilot, Norfolk’s local
newspaper, led with, “Getting out of jury
duty in Norfolk used to be simple: You just
didn’t show up. And virtually no one was
punished. That’s changed.”
George Schaefer, Clerk of Court, attributes
the Court’s success in increasing jury
response to the multi-pronged approach
he and the Court have taken. First, the
Court convinced the Norfolk Sheriff’s

Office to personally serve summonses
on potential jurors. This is a way of
making sure potential jurors receive their
summons and take it seriously.
Next, George convinced the Court’s
judges to hold “show cause” hearings for
citizens who do not respond to a juror
summons. The Court now holds people
accountable and issues fines (after using
Clearview Jury to generate a “failure to
appear” list). Tom Larson estimates that in
2019, the Court has brought in over 2,300
individuals to explain why they failed to
appear for jury duty.
Finally, the Court made a significant
effort to reach out to younger community
members through social media
campaigns reminding them of the
importance of jury duty and educating
them in their civic duties.

Clerk of Court George Schaefer summarizes the Court’s experience in
improving the jury response rate in this way:
“We’ve improved our jury response rate from a low of 36% to around 80%.
Are we where we want to be? No, not yet. But through a lot of concerted
effort and a software program that allows us to do what we need to do,
we’re so much better off than we used to be. We’re quite pleased.”

To learn more about how Clearview Jury can help your court manage all aspects of the jury
administration process, Request more information at succeed@avenuinsights.com.

*Photos on page 1, 2, 3 & 4 are used with the permission of the City of Norfolk, Virginia.
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